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The way in which the composition of the diet may affect appetite, food intake and body weight is
now receiving considerable attention in a bid to halt the global year-on-year rise in obesity
prevalence. Epidemiological evidence suggests that populations who follow a fibre-rich,
traditional diet are likely to have a lower body weight and improved metabolic parameters than
their Western-diet counterparts. The colonic effects of fibre, and more specifically the SCFA that
the fermentation process produces, may play a role in maintaining energy homeostasis via their
action on the G-coupled protein receptor free fatty acid receptor 2 (FFA2; formerly GPR43).
In the present review, we summarise the evidence for and against the role of FFA2 in energy
homeostasis circuits and the possible ways that these could be exploited therapeutically. We also
propose that the decline in fibre content of the diet since the Industrial Revolution, particularly
fermentable fractions, may have resulted in the FFA2-mediated circuits being under-utilised and
hence play a role in the current obesity epidemic.

Obesity: Fibre: SCFA: Free fatty acid receptors

Introduction

The WHO declared that global childhood and adult obesity
levels have reached epidemic proportions(1) with the
incidence in both developed and developing countries
increasing at an alarming rate. The 2006 Health Survey for
England reported obesity levels of 24 % in both men and
women(2) and current projections suggest that these
figures are only set to escalate(3). Obesity increases the
risk of developing many chronic diseases including some
cancers, CVD, type 2 diabetes and hypertension(4). The cost
of obesity and its associated co-morbidities is difficult to
quantify, but estimates suggest that treating obesity and its
consequences cost the National Health Service over £991
million annually and the UK economy £7 billion when
subsequent factors such as loss of work productivity are
considered(5). It is therefore easy to see why preventative
and curative treatments for obesity are eagerly sought.

Lifestyle modification advice to reduce energy intake
and increase physical activity remains the first-line
treatment strategy for overweight and obesity. Although
successful in the short term, proven efficacy in long-term
weight maintenance is poor(6). Weight loss through lifestyle
modification is only maintained in approximately 20 % of

individuals at 1-year follow-up(7) and by 5 years,
maintenance of weight loss is rarely seen(8 – 11). Adjunct
anti-obesity medications such as orlistat modestly aid
weight loss(12), but, to date, bariatric surgery remains the
most successful long-term treatment option(13).

Treating obesity remains difficult when the exact
aetiology of the condition has yet to be elucidated. Appetite
regulation has been highlighted as one of the four key

determinants of obesity alongside dietary habits, physical

activity and psychological ambivalence(5). Whilst research
into central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral appetite-
regulatory circuits has advanced at an astonishing pace over
the last two decades, it is still not clear how the innate
mechanisms that served our ancestors so well can now be
adapted to suit our current environment.

Discussion

Fibre and body weight

One food macro-component that differentiates current
Westernised diets from those of the hunter–gatherer is the
quantity and quality of dietary fibre. It has been estimated
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that the hunter–gatherer Palaeolithic diet delivered more
than 100 g fibre per d(14). Yet, the current average American
diet contains only 15 g fibre per d, just half of what current
US recommendations deem adequate(15). Moreover, the
type of fibres forming the larger proportion of current
dietary intake is likely to be different too. The diet of the
hunter–gatherer contained a greater proportion of fibre from
fruits and vegetables which ferments to a greater extent than
the cereal grain fibres which prevail in current Western
diets(16). Agricultural, animal husbandry and industrial
reforms have all contributed towards this dietary shift(17).

There is evidence to suggest that dietary manipulation to
increase dietary fibre intake may be protective against
obesity(18). Epidemiological studies have highlighted that
diets rich in fibre are inversely correlated with body weight,
BMI(19 – 21) and adiposity(22,23). Results from weight-
management intervention studies using high-fibre foods
and supplements are also encouraging(24 – 26). It appears that
fibre acts via numerous mechanisms to increase levels of
both satiation (the satisfaction of appetite that develops
during the course of eating which leads to meal termination)
and satiety (the state in which further eating is inhibited and
occurs as a consequence of having eaten). A classic human
study showed that different apple preparations had different
effects on appetite despite a constant rate of ingestion and
isoenergetic portions. Subjects reported that a whole apple
made them feel significantly fuller and suppressed future
hunger more than apple purée, which in turn was more
satiating than apple juice(27). The increased physical
disruption and removal of fibre from whole fruit to juice
may be linked to a reduced satiating action. Reduced
mastication, reduced gastric distension and a more rapid
glycaemic response may also be contributing factors.
Processes such as grain milling and carbohydrate refinement

have become an intrinsic part of food manufacturing since
the Industrial Revolution. This perhaps explains the positive
correlation between intake of refined products and weight
gain in observational studies(28).

Not all fibre intervention studies have shown a positive
correlation with weight loss or perceived satiety(29).
However, as study protocols vary considerably and rely
heavily on accurate food intake reporting, this is perhaps not
surprising. Howarth summarised in 2001 that the majority
of fibre-supplementation studies in energy-restricted sub-
jects showed beneficial outcomes on satiety, reduced energy
intake and body weight(30). Furthermore, these effects seem
to be preserved with ad libitum energy intake. Howarth
calculated from ad libitum studies available that an
additional fibre intake of 14 g/d (dietary fibre or fibre
supplements) was associated with a 10 % reduction in
energy intake and a mean body-weight loss of 1·9 kg over
3·8 months, with the greatest weight loss seen in obese
individuals(30). Most studies also investigated weight
change as a primary outcome.

Fibre has been proposed to inhibit excess dietary energy
intake by a number of mechanisms(31) including: (1)
displacement of energy-dense foods from the diet; (2)
inhibition of absorption of macronutrients at the intestinal
surface; (3) an altered luminal environment; (4) an increased
gastric distension. Further purported physical and hormonal
effects of fibre have been reviewed in detail elsewhere(30,32)

and are summarised in Fig. 1. However, it is perhaps worth
remembering that the term ‘fibre’ covers a vast array of
substances and their differing chemical properties dictate
their physiological effects. Non-fermentable fibres such us
cellulose are believed to play a limited role in inhibiting
excess energy intake. Whilst their non-nutritive nature
allows them to cause distension and dilute the energy
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Fig. 1. Schematical summary of the hormonal, intrinsic and colonic properties of dietary fibre and how they may reduce body weight by modulation
of appetite(32). (Reproduced by permission.)
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density of foods, in rodent studies at least, it is apparent that
following a period of adaptation, rodents simply consume an
increased food volume to match their previous energy
intake(33). Fermentable carbohydrates (FC) appear to also
have a role in reducing food intake and therefore aiding the
control of body weight and body fat as shown in multiple
animal FC-supplementation studies(34 – 36). Whilst the
evidence in human subjects is more controversial(29), FC
or perhaps more specifically the products of colonic
fermentation process do appear to play some part in the
control of food intake and body weight.

SCFA

Recently, the colonic effects of fibre have come under fresh
scrutiny. Accumulating evidence has suggested that the
satiating effects of fibre may be due to SCFA, the major
fermentation product of fibre(37). By definition, all dietary
fibre passes through the small intestine unaffected by human
digestive processes. However, upon reaching the colon,
anaerobic bacteria are able to degrade some dietary fibres
via a fermentation process to yield SCFA. In general, the
fermentability of soluble fibres by the colonic microbiota is
much greater than that of insoluble fibres. Pectin, resistant
starches, gums and polyfructans (for example, inulin) are
the most highly fermented substrates, and for the purpose of
the present review shall be collectively known as FC. FC
yield metabolisable energy (about 2 kcal/g; 8 kJ/g), gases
(CO2, H2 and CH4) and SCFA from fermentation reactions.
However, the production of SCFA is subject to vast inter-
individual variation, largely dependent upon the type of FC,
the host’s microbiota and gut transit time (for a review of
factors regulating SCFA production, see Macfarlane &
Macfarlane(38)).

SCFA consist of carbon chain length between C2 and C6.
With insignificant quantities of SCFA coming directly from
the diet, bacterial fermentation and endogenous synthesis are
considered the major sources of SCFA in non-ruminant
animals(39,40). Over 80 % of SCFA present in the human
colonic lumen are in the form of acetate (C2), propionate
(C3) and butyrate (C4) in the approximate molar
concentrations of 57:22:21(41). About 90 % of SCFA are
rapidly absorbed in the colon; butyrate is almost entirely
utilised by colonocytes as their preferred energy substrate(42).
Propionate is primarily removed by the liver(41). Peripheral
blood levels are therefore low under normal physiological
conditions at 1–3mM-butyrate and 4–5mM-propionate.
Acetate, however, passes more freely into the peripheral
circulation and therefore higher plasma levels of up to
100–150mM are seen(43). This figure can be increased up to
250 % following the hepatic breakdown of ingested
ethanol(44).

It is well documented that butyrate plays a critical role in
regulating colonocyte cell proliferation, differentiation(42,45)

and inflammatory response(45). Acetate and propionate,
however, are less desirable colonic substrates(46), so their
physiological roles are proposed to be more linked to
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism(47). Their complex
relationship with hepatic lipid processing has been outlined
elsewhere(48,49). SCFA have been shown in animal models
to be important mediators of colonic blood flow(50), fluid

and electrolyte balance(51) and gastrointestinal motility(52).
More recently, however, they have also been proposed
as key energy homeostasis signalling molecules, feeding
back important information on the nutrient milieu of
the colon.

SCFA receptors

Until 2003, the G-protein-coupled receptors GPR41 and
GPR43 were considered orphaned. During routine screen-
ing with bioactive compounds or ‘ligand fishing’ it
emerged that free fatty acid receptor 3 (FFA3; formerly
GPR41) and FFA2 (formerly GPR43) were activated by
acetate using Ca2þ mobilisation assays in transfected
human embryonic kidney (HEK293T) and CHO-K1
cells(53 – 55). In vitro activation also occurred at physio-
logical doses with other SCFA including propionate and
butyrate. FFA2 was found to have similar micromolar
activation potencies for acetate, propionate and butyrate
whilst FFA3 had activation in the following potency order:
propionate . butyrate q acetate(53,54). The 100-fold lower
activation potency of FFA3 to acetate can be used
diagnostically to distinguish FFA3 from FFA2(53). Whilst
the receptors share endogenous ligands, it is apparent that
their G-protein signalling mechanism differs. FFA2 and
FFA3 can both signal using the pertussis toxin-sensitive Gi/o

pathway, whilst data suggest that FFA2 also possesses the
ability to signal using the Gq/11 pathway(54). The physio-
logical significance of this dual-coupled signalling mecha-
nism present in FFA2 but not in FFA3 is not yet understood.

Free fatty acid receptor 2 and appetite regulation

The first suggestion that FFA2 may be implicated in
appetite-regulatory processes was the identification of FFA2
mRNA expression in both rat whole-wall and separated
mucosa samples from the distal ileum and colon(56). These
findings have since been confirmed(57) and also reported
in whole-wall samples of the human colon(58). Recent
quantitative real-time PCR anatomical profiling in mouse
tissue by Regard et al. provides further comparative
expression data highlighting the greatest expression levels
of FFA2 in the bone marrow and islet cells of the pancreas.
Considerable quantities were also found in the white and
brown adipose tissue, spleen and the large intestine(59).

Peptide YY

In rats, FFA2 immunoreactive (IR) cells are completely
co-localised with peptide YY (PYY) IR enteroendocrine
L-cells of the gastrointestinal tract, with all IR
FFA2-expressing cells also expressing PYY(56). Although
both neural and hormonal factors stimulate the release
of PYY it is also likely that nutrients in the luminal
environment induce L-cell peptide secretion of the
peptide and others encoded by the proglucagon gene:
glucagon-like-peptides (GLP) 1 and 2 (GLP-1, GLP-2) and
oxyntomodulin (OXM)(60,61). This co-localisation discovery
in both the rat ileum and human colon may suggest that
activation of FFA2 by SCFA ligands facilitates or modifies
PYY secretion(56).
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PYY release is directly proportional to the energy content
of an ingested meal(61,62) and plasma levels are reduced by
fasting. The full length (PYY1-36) and truncated (PYY3-36)
peptide forms are synthesised and secreted from L-cells
throughout the entire length of the gastrointestinal tract with
the highest concentrations found in the colon and rectum(61).
Lower concentrations are also seen in the CNS(63). PYY3-36

preferentially binds to the Y2 receptor which has the highest
levels of tissue expression in the arcuate nucleus of the
hypothalamus, an important neuronal site in the central
integration of appetite control(64). Significant reductions in
food intake have been demonstrated following peripheral
administration of physiological levels of PYY3-36 in
rodents(65,66) and in both normal-weight and obese human
subjects(65). Rodent data have suggested that PYY is likely
to exert its hypophagic effect by increasing the expression
of the anorexigenic pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) neuro-
peptide populations and reducing the expression of
neuropeptide Y within the arcuate nucleus(65). Rodent
vagotomy experiments have also highlighted the importance
of the brain stem and the vagus nerve in the appetite-
reducing effects of PYY(67).

Increased plasma PYY levels have been consistently seen
in rats(34,68,69) and human subjects(70) following FC
supplementation. Moreover, direct infusion of SCFA into
rabbit and rat colons has been shown to increase PYY
secretion(71,72), suggesting that SCFA derived from the
fermentation process may be responsible. Whilst thera-
peutically encouraging, perhaps the more clinically relevant
question is: are elevated plasma PYY levels resulting from
FC supplementation sufficient in magnitude to bring about a
change in appetite or body-weight regulation? Ingestion of
lactitol (a fermentable sugar alcohol) significantly increased
postprandial PYY plasma level response in rats, and chronic
consumption decreased weight gain compared with normal
chow controls. Acute supplementation of lactitol in human
subjects was associated with a significant attenuation of
postprandial PYY decline at 5 h and a trend towards reduced
appetite(73), suggesting that a physiological effect may be
present after acute supplementation of relatively small doses
(15 g) of FC.

Pre-proglucagon gene products

Enteroendocrine L-cells are also one of the major sites
for expression of the proglucagon gene which encodes
for GLP-1, GLP-2 and OXM. These are co-stored and
co-secreted with PYY from enteroendocrine L-cells(74).
Therefore, it is possible that luminal SCFA also stimulate
L-cell secretion of GLP-1 and other products of the pre-
proglucagon gene via FFA2. GLP-1 is a potent anorexigenic
hormone and incretin. It is released following nutrient
ingestion in proportion to the energetic content of the
meal(75). Acute intracerebroventricular administration (icv)
of GLP-1 to rodents is associated with a decline in short-
term energy intake(76) and a reduced body weight following
repeated administration(77). Intravenous injection of GLP-1
in both lean and obese human subjects produces a dose-
dependent hypophagic effect(78). The GLP-1 receptor is
expressed in the pancreatic islets(59,79), reflecting its
importance as an incretin. Appreciable quantities are also

seen in the hypothalamus and brainstem(80,81). The anorectic
effects of GLP-1 are abolished following vagotomy in
rodents, suggesting that the interplay between the vagus and
hypothalamus may be mediating the peptide’s anorexigenic
effect(82).

OXM is co-secreted with PYY and GLP-1 from the
entoendocrine L-cells following nutrient ingestion. Like
GLP-1, peripheral and icv administration of OXM has also
been shown to reduce food intake in both human subjects
and rodents(83 – 85) and act as an incretin(86). OXM is thought
to signal via the GLP-1 receptor(85), but the anorexigenic
mechanism of OXM has yet to be fully characterised.
Increased expression of the anorexigenic hypothalamic
peptide a-melanocyte-stimulating hormone(84) and suppres-
sion of the orexigenic hormone ghrelin(83) have been shown
to result from peripheral OXM administration.

FC-supplementation studies have consistently been
associated with increased colonic proglucagon mRNA
expression(34,68,69,87 – 90). However, only some studies were
able to corroborate these findings with increased circulating
plasma GLP-1 levels(34,68 – 70,88,91). Others have shown
no effect(73,92,93). Nevertheless, the duration of supple-
mentation is important to consider in the interpretation of
results. Sufficient time must be given to allow for the
adaptation of the gut microbiota to the additional FC within
the diet for maximal fermentation(94). Few studies have
investigated the effect of SCFA on plasma OXM levels.
As suggested for PYY, if GLP-1 and OXM secretion could
be enhanced via FFA2 activation, the potential for dietary
or pharmacological manipulation to increase satiety could
be used in the treatment of obesity. Equally, with specific
relevance to GLP-1 and OXM, it may be useful in
potentiating insulin secretion in patients with type 2
diabetes via their incretin action.

Fermentable carbohydrates and central appetite regulation

More recently it has been suggested that FC may not only
affect acute satiety signals such as PYY and GLP-1, but
may also exert a more chronic action on body-weight
control by indirectly altering expression of hypothalamic
neuropeptides. The arcuate nucleus contains two neuronal
populations, which as components of the gut–brain axis act
to regulate energy balance: the anorexigenic POMC and
cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART)
neurones and the orexigenic neuropeptide Y and agouti-
related peptide neurones. In a recent study, Shen et al. fed
one group of rats with a high-resistant starch diet (30 %,
w/w) and another group was fed standard chow for 65 d.
It was found that POMC mRNA expression was significantly
increased in the resistant starch group compared with
controls(95). This effect was preserved in capsaicin-treated
rats, suggesting that this effect was not vagally mediated.
Although it is likely that SCFA pass across the blood–
brain barrier via a carrier-mediated mechanism(96), there is
little or no apparent expression of FFA2 in the
hypothalamus(59). Therefore, it may perhaps be concluded
that any effects seen on hypothalamic neuropeptide
expression are occurring as a consequence of increased
levels of plasma PYY and GLP-1.
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Free fatty acid receptor 2 activation as an energy
homeostasis mechanism

Before the displacement of fibre-rich foods during the
Industrial Revolution(97), excess food intake, i.e. a positive
energy balance, would have been predictably associated
with a proportional rise in fibre intake. Should our
hypothesis regarding the functional role of FFA2 be correct,
this resultant increase in SCFA produced in the colon leads
to amplified FFA2 signalling. Up-regulation of PYY and
GLP-1 expression and secretion and possibly other products
of the proglucagon gene, for example OXM, would ensue.
Fig. 2 illustrates that anorexigenic neural circuits are
subsequently activated to reduce food intake and increase
energy expenditure to restore the body back to neutral
energy balance. Projection of this schematic to the current
mode of Westernised, energy-dense diets disrupts this
homeostatic cycle, as the inevitable parallel between energy
and fibre density no longer exists. Although an increase in
PYY and GLP-1 levels follows an increased energy intake,

an enhanced secretion profile associated with the SCFA
activation of FFA2 may be absent.

SCFA and gastrointestinal motility

A negative-feedback mechanism known as the ‘ileal brake’
can occur following nutrient digestion(98); this is parti-
cularly true of fats. Various neural and hormonal signals
act to slow gastrointestinal motility to enhance digestion and
nutrient absorption whilst eliciting an anorexigenic effect.
Yet it is apparent that SCFA may have a role in
gastrointestinal motility beyond that of other fats as part
of the ileal brake. The majority of work linking
gastrointestinal motility and SCFA stems from ruminant
animal studies(99) where, due to differences in gut
physiology, SCFA production is much greater(100).
However, there is some evidence in non-ruminants that
SCFA may regulate overall transit time of digesta through
the large intestine(57,101) and potentially contribute to

Positive energy balance

↑ Food intake

↑ Fibre intake

↑ Colonic
fermentation
and SCFA
production

↑ FFA2
activation

↑↑ PYY and
GLP-1

secretion

Energy 
homeostasis 

of
 traditional 

diets

↓ Anorexigenic
signalling and

↑ orexigenic
signalling

↓↓ PYY and
GLP-1
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↓ FFA2
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↓ Colonic
fermentation
and SCFA
production

↓ Fibre intake

↓ Food intake
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↓ orexigenic
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Negative energy balance

Fig. 2. A proposed role of fibre and free fatty acid receptor 2 (FFA2) activation in maintaining energy homeostasis. This projected negative-
feedback-type mechanism assumes that an increase in food and energy intake within a traditional (fibre-rich) diet is associated with
increased SCFA production. Thus, FFA2 is activated to increase anorexigenic signalling, increasing the secretion of peptide YY (PYY) and
glucagon-like-peptide-1 (GLP-1). When a reduction in food is brought about, fibre intake consequently falls, and FFA2 activation is reduced.
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appetite regulation. Cherbut hypothesises that there are
three possible mechanisms eliciting this response: (1) SCFA
stimulation of vagal nerves in the gut; (2) a direct effect of
SCFA on intestinal smooth muscle tone; or (3) as a
consequence of the indirect changes in secretion of PYY
and other regulatory peptides(102).

Perhaps given less consideration is that FFA2 may be
partly controlling this effect on gastrointestinal motility.
Recent findings have indicated aside from co-localisation
with PYY, SCFA stimulation of FFA2 may also affect
gastrointestinal 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) release. 5-HT,
or serotonin, is a neurotransmitter in the CNS known to
modulate mood, behaviour and appetite(103). Whilst the
CNS actions of 5-HT are the most documented, 95 % of
endogenous 5-HT is found peripherally in the gastrointes-
tinal tract, primarily in enterochromaffin cells but also in
5-HT-containing mucosal mast cells(104). Mechanical and
chemical stimuli during nutrient ingestion (including by
SCFA) in the gut cause 5-HT to be dose-dependently
released(105 – 107). Activation of the various 5-HT receptor
sub-types has opposing effects on gastrointestinal motility
and gastric distension. Karaki et al. have suggested that
FFA2-IR cells share immunoreactivity with 5-HT-contain-
ing mucosal mast cells of the rat distal ileum and colon(56).
Therefore, SCFA activation of FFA2 may mediate the
release of gut 5-HT and herald a role for FFA2 in gastric
motility-mediated appetite regulation, independent of that
of PYY and products of the proglucagon gene. The co-
localisation of FFA2-IR cells with 5-HT-releasing cells in
the human colon has yet to be confirmed(58).

Free fatty acid receptor 2 actions and the metabolic
syndrome

Independent of the effect on appetite-regulatory path-
ways, FFA2 may also improve certain metabolic derange-
ments seen as part of the metabolic syndrome. The
metabolic syndrome is used to describe a cluster of
cardiovascular risk factors including central obesity,
impaired glucose tolerance, dyslipidaemia and hyperten-
sion(108). Excess fat mass, characterised by both adipocyte
hyperplasia and hypertrophy, is thought to partly explain
why obese individuals have a greater disposition to exhibit
the various components of the metabolic syndrome.

Adipose tissue is not just an energy reservoir for TAG;
instead, it is now considered a complex endocrine organ. It
is the site of secretion for a host of hormones, inflammatory
markers and cytokines, some of which act as peripheral
indicators of long-term energy balance, for example
leptin(109). Moreover, the morphology of adipocytes seems
to be key factor in physiological adaption to positive energy
balance. The lipotoxicity theory suggests that obesity is a
state whereby adipocytes become engorged with TAG,
thereby reducing the buffering capacity of adipocytes to
uptake TAG in the postprandial state(110). Consequently,
TAG remain elevated and TAG deposition begins to occur in
ectopic functional tissue, for example, the liver, pancreas or
skeletal muscle. This is detrimental to functionality, glucose
handling and insulin sensitivity of the cells.

Following the discovery of FFA2 expression in
adipocytes, Hong et al. conducted a series of studies to try

and elucidate a possible role of FFA2 in adipocyte
functioning(43). It was first shown that adipocyte expression
of FFA2 in mice fed high-fat diets was significantly greater
than that of their standard chow-fed counterparts. In 3T3-L1
cells it was found that FFA2 mRNA and PPARg2 (a marker
of preadipocyte differentiation) were increased following
treatment with the SCFA acetate and propionate. Increased
oil red O staining demonstrated increased fat accumulation
in the cells, which was abolished with the down-regulation
of FFA2 with antisense small interfering RNA. Taken
together, this suggests that FFA2 and activation by SCFA
may be critical in the differentiation of adipocytes, their
capacity to store TAG and perhaps prevent the deposition
of ectopic fat(111).

In normal health, postprandial insulin release should
herald a shift in substrate utilisation from NEFA to glucose
and therefore inhibit lipolysis and NEFA release(112).
However, cells that have become insulin resistant (possibly
due to ectopic fat deposition) do not respond to this cue
appropriately and continue to preferentially use NEFA
as their energy source, causing a cluster of metabolic
disturbances. FFA2 may be implicated in improving
this metabolic disruption by reducing the flux of NEFA
from adipocytes. In vitro, acetate and propionate were
able to suppress isoproterenol-induced lipolysis in a dose-
dependent manner(43). In agreement, arterio-venous
sampling by Robertson et al. demonstrated in human
subjects that acetate and propionate act directly on
subcutaneous abdominal adipocytes to reduce NEFA flux
from adipocytes(92). More recently it has been suggested
that FFA2 mediates this effect. Acetate dose-dependently
reduced the release of NEFA from wild-type mouse
adipocytes in vitro whilst, in vivo, intra-peritoneal (IP)
injection of sodium acetate at 500 mg/kg to wild-type mice
elicited a simultaneous peak of plasma acetate concentration
and reduced plasma NEFA at 15 min post-injection(113).
This effect was abolished in FFA2 knockout mice,
suggesting that the effects seen are occurring as a result of
the direct activation of FFA2 by acetate.

The potential ability of FFA2 activation to stimulate
adipogenesis and reduce lipolysis heralds a wider role for
SCFA and FC in the control of the metabolic syndrome.
It is intriguing that the beneficial effects of fibre supple-
mentation on glucose control and dyslipidaemia observed
in some studies(114) may be partly attributable to the
previously unconsidered effect of SCFA on adipocyte
FFA2. Demonstration of relatively high tissue expression
levels of FFA2 on pancreatic islet cells(59,115) and the effect
their activation has also warrants further investigation.

It is beyond the scope of the present paper to cover in
detail the purported actions of the other SCFA-activated
receptor FFA3. Readers are directed towards Stoddart’s
excellent review(116). Whilst FFA2 and FFA3 may share
endogenous ligands, there is currently insufficient data to
suggest if there is an overlap in the function of the receptors.
FFA3 has also been found to be expressed in the human
colon(117). Although few data are currently available on its
functionality, knockout models have suggested that it may
be important in mediating the secretion of PYY(118).
Another significant finding worth mentioning in brief is that
of Xiong et al. (119). They have shown that adipocyte FFA3
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activation causes an increase in leptin secretion from mouse
adipocytes in vitro and in vivo following SCFA (and most
potently propionate) oral administration(119). Leptin, prin-
cipally secreted from white adipose tissue, is a potent
anorexigenic hormone and is a long-term and dynamic
marker of body adiposity(120). This suggests that SCFA
supplementation may also act on appetite via an FFA3-
mediated response.

Future perspectives for free fatty acid receptor 2

Activation of colonic FFA2 by FC, SCFA, or pharmaco-
logical mimetics is a promising candidate in the fight against
the current obesity onslaught. The novel synthetic allosteric
agonists for FFA2 (phenylacetamides 1 and 2) have
provided agents of possible pharmaceutical promise. Lee
et al. demonstrated a greater activation potency of
phenylacetamides 1 and 2 compared with endogenous
SCFA and the ability of these compounds to activate both the
Gq-coupled aequorin and Gi-coupled cyclic AMP inhibition
pathways(121). In vivo studies utilising these compounds are
now eagerly awaited.

The co-localisation of FFA2 with PYY-releasing L-cells
offers a further potential mechanism to link epidemiological
observations of high-fibre diets and lower body weight.
Diets high in FC are associated with increased PYY mRNA
expression, PYY secretion and increased satiety. Whether
PYY or GLP-1 could reach sufficient therapeutic levels
through dietary supplementation alone, and if these
physiological effects can be extrapolated directly to a
reduction in food intake and body weight in humans require
further exploration.

It remains a scientific challenge to study the effects of
SCFA on FFA2 in isolation from the other physiological
effects of FC and dietary fibre supplementation. Individual
variation in host bacterial colonisation and transit time can
lead to an unpredictable conversion of FC to SCFA(38), so
standardised FC doses may not necessarily produce
equivalent levels of FFA2 activation. A chronic resistant
starch-supplementation study in rats demonstrated increas-
ing caecal concentrations of butyrate and dynamic shifts in
the molar concentrations between the different SCFA even
after 6 months of supplementation(122). Measurement of
SCFA in vivo is also complex, low concentrations are found
in peripheral blood(123) and appear to have diurnal variation
related to meal pattern(124). Whilst direct supplementation
with SCFA may appear to ease these methodological
troubles, oral SCFA supplements are absorbed in the small
intestine and therefore will not reach the colon, the site of
greatest L-cell abundance.

The quantity and molar ratio of the SCFA produced from
bacterial fermentation, as mentioned previously, is depen-
dent on many factors including the host’s microbiota.
Interestingly, the relative contribution of different bacterial
strains to the host’s overall microflora has also been
independently associated with obesity. Controversial studies
utilising the leptin-deficient ob/ob mouse have found that
the abundance of the Bacteroidetes and the Firmicutes
strains of an obese mouse differs to that of lean, wild-type
littermates(125). Furthermore, the inoculation of a germ-free
mouse with ob/ob microflora induces fat gain and

obesity(125). This is perhaps occurring as a result of
increased energy yield from the digestive processes of obese
mice and humans and this at least in part appears to be
mediated via an increase in the production of the SCFA
acetate and butyrate(126). Obesity-associated changes in host
colonic bacteria have also been demonstrated in human
subjects(127) but it is unclear whether this is a cause or effect
relationship. This may be a physiological attempt to prevent
future weight gain, using the possible FFA2-mediated
mechanism highlighted in this paper or alternatively, a
paradoxical hypothesis could be proposed whereby the
obese state may be caused by a bacterial profile which has a
greater efficiency to generate SCFA. Further research is still
required to test both hypotheses.

The evidence in the present review outlines a case for the
implication of FFA2 in the regulation of appetite and energy
homeostasis through a variety of mechanisms. Whilst the
purported secular trends of increasing energy intake and
declining physical activity levels are the most commonly
cited environmental factors in obesity development, the
significance of the decline in fibre intake in the aetiology of
obesity may be underestimated. The marked rise in refined
product availability and subsequent fall in the consumption
of fermentable fibre-rich foods since the Industrial
Revolution have possibly rendered FFA2 control of appetite
regulatory circuits ineffective. The prospect of using a
readily accessible dietary constituent of FC to up-regulate
this appetite-regulatory loop is promising of its own accord,
but the possibility that there may also be adipocyte FFA2
action on improving components of the metabolic syndrome
makes FFA2 targeting a high therapeutic priority.

It would be negligent not to consider the counter side to
this argument that if there is a reduction in food intake
brought about by FFA2 activation, this may be a host
defence mechanism in response to increased colonic SCFA
concentration or reduced colonic pH to prevent pathological
changes in the gut. Common side effects experienced in
human FC studies have included bloating, cramping,
flatulence and soft stools(128). It is perhaps important to
remember that the colon is an important constituent of the
digestive, endocrine and immunological systems and,
therefore, changing the colonic environment to favour one
such system may not necessarily benefit another. Chronic
in vivo studies measuring histological and immunological
parameters are required to investigate this further. It is
also worth considering that a lack of the enzyme propionyl
CoA carboxylase in the newborn allows propionic acid
levels to build to fatal levels in the blood(129). This recessive
condition leads to the development of hypophagia,
vomiting, dehydration, lethargy, metabolic acidosis, ence-
phalopathy and death. Therefore the potential clinical
dangers of purposefully elevating circulating SCFA should
be carefully considered.

Future research needs

FFA2 research must now be aimed at proving whether the
links proposed between FFA2 activation and PYY, GLP-1
and 5-HT exert appreciable effects on satiety and body
weight and whether they are therapeutically exploitable.
Dose-finding experiments in human subjects are essential
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for elucidating a dose which exerts physiological benefits on
energy homeostasis but not at the expense of gastrointestinal
discomfort or pathological changes in gut microstructure.
While the current evidence base is insufficient to warrant
SCFA supplementation, strategies to promote traditional
diets based on whole grains, fruit, vegetables and unrefined
products appear to offer some protection from the
development of obesity.
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